Abstract-Inertial sensors such as Gyroscope and Accelerometer show various systematic as well as random errors in the measurement. Additionally, double integration method shows accumulation of error in position estimation due to inherent accelerometer bias drift. This paper describes the evaluation of acceleration sensor errors for better position estimation using acceleration bias drift error model. The fitted model was validated by using regression analysis. The proposed calibration system consists of a rotary wheel carrying accelerometer sensor and data acquisition board. In this paper we are presenting the proposed mechanical design for the calibration and testing of the accelerometer sensor, using Kalman filter smoothing algorithm. This study showed that the accelerometer may be used for short distance mobile robot position estimation in absence of external sensor. This research paper would also help to establish a generalized test procedure for the evaluation of accelerometer in terms of sensitivity, accuracy and data reliability.
I. INTRODUCTION
Navigation is an important yet critical topic of discussion in the field of mobile robotics. Locating current position compared with prior position by means of various sensory data is evaluated in inertial navigation systems. These techniques can be broadly categorized as, absolute positioning and relative positioning [1] [2] . Determining the current position of the mobile platform by using previous position along with heading information over given time is called as dead reckoning. The most common dead reckoning sensors used for relative positioning are Odometry and inertial sensors. In addition to unrestrained accumulation of errors observed in Odometry, systematic errors such as unequal wheel diameter, wheel misalignment and random errors such as uneven trajectories, wheel spillage cause large position errors. Reference [3] [4] focused on minimizing these errors by frequent calibration, and correction algorithms. Nevertheless, reduction of these types of errors is a challenging process since most of the errors cannot be predicted. By using absolute sensors such as GPS, radar, active beacons and computer vision, unbounded odometry error can be minimized. Furthermore, by using the information obtained by additional sensors, the errors in odometry can be identified and corrected. However, additional sensors such as GPS and other wireless techniques also show their own drawbacks such as signal blockage problems when came across tall buildings, military jamming place and other radio frequency signals. Inertial Measurement unit (IMU) consists of at least three gyroscopes and three accelerometer sensors to completely define the surrounding. Integration of tilt or angular data from gyroscope gives the angular velocity while position can be roughly estimated by double integration of the acceleration data. The prominent disadvantage of using integration on these inertial sensors shows accumulation of errors and in long term duration the estimated position becomes incorrect as compared to true position. In order to fuse the inertial sensor data with GPS, complete understanding of these errors is necessary [5] . Modeling the error sources in filter-processing algorithm is more efficient since low cost MEMS sensors show poor repeatability and need frequent calibration procedure [6] [7] . Previous research has considered number of factors that affects performance of accelerometer sensor. Different calibration techniques have been used to overcome with inbuilt sensor errors. Liu and pang [8] evaluated accelerometer sensor for position estimation by double integration of sensor output. Acceleration bias drift was measured by moving robotic arm back and forth at a distance of 40 cm. The measured drift was manually calibrated. Joshua Ian and Christian [9] used accelerometer along with low cost potentiometer to estimate automobile hand wheel position and corresponding velocity. These states were considered for giving force feedback, inertia and damping. The results were tested in stationary state as well as moving state of the vehicle. Bouten et.al [10] evaluated triaxial accelerometer for assessment of daily physical activity. In order to imitate the human movements, a laboratory set up was build and tested. The rotary motion was generated with the help of electric motor of lathe. The output was processed with bridge amplifiers and analyzed by running Schiff F tests. Furthermore, Barshan [1] suggested an error compensation technique for gyro drift errors. The bias drift error model was incorporated in Kalman filter algorithm to estimate the states. The results compared with uncompensated gyro measurements which show drastic improvement with error compensation. The sufficiency of error model was examined by running fitness test for evaluation of orientation estimation. J Gao et.al [12] proposed error analysis technique to calibrate inertial sensors for machine tool applications. They reported position error of 0.07 mm in one axis strut movement. It was also concluded that vibrational motion captured by inertial system was more accurate than encoder system. This paper is primarily focused on understanding prominent error sources in accelerometer sensor, calibrating and building proper error model scheme for optimum position estimation. In our approach, ADXL 335 by Analog Devices [13] is mounted on rotary wheel at various rotational speeds to calibrate and evaluate the sensor. Fitted bias drift error model is used to as a deterministic input to Kalman filter for position estimation.
II. SYSTEM EVALUATION
The evaluation setup consists of four different modules; a rotating plywood wheel, data acquisition card with inbuilt microcontroller, a serial communication link and a laptop for further processing as shown in figure 1 . The acceleration sensors are mounted on the wheel which is driven by DC motor. The controller controls the speed of DC motor for testing calibration. ADXL 335 mounted on wheel, gives output voltage proportional to measured acceleration. Spark fun's ADXL 335 breakout board has inbuilt capacitors for filtering the data coming from sensor as a first stage of processing. In turn, National Instrument's USB 6009 data acquisition card converts this data by using successive approximation 16 bit ADC converter. The received data can be analyzed by using processing algorithm and techniques. 
A. Rotating Mechanism
The wheel attached to DC motor shaft simulates the rotary motion. The orthogonality can be tested between the base of motor and vertical shaft to ensure perfect vertical position of the wheel. The arrangement is maintained in a lab with moderately constant temperature to ensure minimum thermal bias drift. The data obtained from the sensors is directly and accurately fed into laptop for further processing. The tests are repeated several times to find the residuals. The test setup consists of rigid mounting circular plate with acceleration sensors attached at the radius of 0.1m from the center shaft. The system is as shown in the figure 2.
B. Slip Ring Assembly
Liquid metal rotating electrical connector from "Mercotac" [14] is used instead of traditional brush type slip ring to avoid transmission noise. The electrical connector is made up of liquid mercury which greatly reduces resistance through the rotating contact points. 
C. Sensor Mounting
For evaluating bias error characteristics, the sensors were mounted on rotating wheel that is firmly attached to a rotating shaft with fixed supports. Testing wheel was carefully leveled with gravity vector so that x and y axis are orthogonal to gravity. For static testing, data was recorded by titling accelerometer position at various angles. As described in IEEE-1293-1998 standard, the four point tumble test was performed to calibrate the sensor on a vertical platform to see the bias error effect in rotation. The sensor were placed at a distance of 10 cm from the center as shown in figure 3 .The experiment was performed on both the sensors for number of consecutive rotations and repeated for several times to observe the error fluctuations.
D. ACCELERATOMETER BIAS ERROR MODEL
Accelerometer bias is the sensor output in g units when no input acceleration is present. Bias drift is one of the prominent error characteristics in acceleration measurement which gets accumulated with integration of acceleration data. Thus, compensation for bias drift is essential. A stationary, Gauss Markov process was used to examine this drift. A deterministic, nonlinear parametric model was used to analyze the accelerometer data based on Levenberg Marquardt iterative least square fitted method [15] as, is the fitted bias drift error model for acceleration sensor. 1 a , 2 a and T are the parameters to be tuned. Acceleration data was recorded over period of two hours. The above model was validated with Levenberg Marquardt fit method by using LabVIEW programming on acquired data. Figure 4 shows acceleration bias data and Levenberg Marquardt fitted curve. The model parameters were selected according to best fit. The validity of model was verified by applying autocorrelation function on residuals. From the autocorrelation function, it was observed that the residuals of fitted error model passed whiteness test. Figure 5 shows that 97 % of the sample data falls within the error bounds. Thus, the power spectral density W was set as unity with an assumption of maximum possible autocorrelation. Table 1 shows tuned parameter values of equation. 
III. IMPLEMENTATION OF ERROR MODEL USING KALMAN FILTER
Kalman filter is a recursive algorithm for data processing which takes noisy dynamic measurements as input and estimates the states. The filter works in two stages, namely, predict stage and update stage as shown in figure 6 . The prediction state consists of process model;
(2) State transition matrix, A contains the equations of the system in matrix form. It uses initial conditions and process model for prediction.
− k x is a priori state is given by with minus sign and hat indicates the estimate before including actual measurements at time index k. The error between a priori estimate and the actual state is given by, 
Depending upon the occurrence of correcting the estimation, process covariance reduces and stabilizes at a minimum value where there is a little need to correct the predictions further. This is called as filter convergence. System states are modified by including bias error state as,
Deterministic input, also known as control input is set as, ( 1 1 ) Each row of measurement matrix relates to the states of the system. Thus, correction in the acceleration data is performed by considering current measurement and position is updated accordingly.
IV. ANGULAR ACCELERATION MEASUREMENT Angular acceleration is measured by equations [36]
G is the sensitivity along the main axis, θ represents angle between radius R and 'g' is earth gravity component. The gravity component in equation 12, g cos θ results from earth's gravitational force and depends upon orientation of acceleration sensor with respect to earth gravitational force. If the acceleration sensing axis placed in opposite direction the gravity factor can be minimized. The sensitivity term will affect both the accelerometer sensors equally in opposite direction thus the term was ignored. The simplified equations can be written as, ( 1 4 ) Angular acceleration is directly proportional to the distance from the axial. Since linear accelerometers are of small size and easily available they can be used for sensing angular acceleration. Observation matrix set for unity for bias and acceleration measurement as, (15) Bias drift error variance is added in uncertainty by process covariance matrix, Q. Thus matrix Q can be expressed as, 
Smoothing technique is used to improve predictions made by Kalman filter by using all available data. The process noise covariance present and past data is stored to use for calculating smoothed data points. Thus,
Where − k f P , the covariance vector's updated value and + k f P , is the predicted value. The forward Kalman gain can be calculated as,
( 1 9 ) The update and predicted state vector values can be calculated as, x is the smoothed state derived from Kalman estimate.
The smoothed covariance estimate is calculated for values of k ranging from 0 ,......
(25) Thus, Kalman gain is calculated by equation,
Finally, the smoothed process noise covariance and smoothed estimate is given by,
VI. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
A. Accelerometer Bias Test for Error Compensation
To evaluate the performance of acceleration sensor, it is necessary to check the drift error pattern in stationary state. The small random output changes observed in the reading is due to instability inside the acceleration sensor.
B. Static Bias Test
To observe the bias drift when sensor is not rotating, static bias test was performed. The sensor was kept steady at 0ºfor two hours to observe the bias drift error. Data was recorded for two hours and down sampled by 25 for plotting. This test was performed for both the axes of acceleration sensor 1 A and 2 A . Figure 7 shows the bias error drift for all the axes estimated by Kalman filter error model. An average bias error drift of 22 mg and 15 mg was observed for Y axis and X axis respectively. 
C. Angular Bias Test
Angular bias test is performed with acceleration sensor mounted on a rotating platform. Earth's gravity is taken as a measurement for calibrating accelerometer. The test is also known as 4 point tumble test [16] . ADXL335 has ratio metric characteristics. The supply voltage provided for this project is 3.3volts thus, for 0g acceleration, expected voltage output is 1.65 volts. Bias is calculated by taking the difference between ideal curve and measured data curve at 0º and 180º [17] [18] . For power supply of 3.3 volts, the change in output for 1 g is nearly 0.33 volts. At 0º, x axis = 0 g and y axis= -1g. Thus, voltages levels would be x voltage= 1.65 volts or 0g, y voltage= 1.98 volts. Four angles were selected such as 0, 90,180,270 and 360 to test the bias effect when accelerometer sensor is rotating on the wheel. Readings were taken for x and y axes of the adxl 335 accelerometer sensor. Figure 8 and 9 shows raw data of both the axes for complete 360 degree rotation with readings taken at the interval of 90. The data collected for several rotation tests on different day to see the change in bias value. Table 2 summarizes the bias drift and scale factor error observed in both axes of ADXL 335 sensor. A was recorded and fused as shown in figure 10 . It was observed that the raw data contain evident white noise at lower frequencies. Kalman filter error model reduces this noise as shown by solid line. By fusing raw acceleration data, position was predicted as shown in the figure 11. When the wheel completes one rotation, the calculated true position would be 0.62m over five seconds. Figure 11 shows position estimation comparison between double integration method, Kalman estimation method and Kalman-Smoother estimation. With Kalman filter the error observed at 2 seconds, was 3.58 meters as compared to error of 6.88 meters by double integration. With smoothing technique, error was reduced to 0.1 meter. By fusing all 4 axes data with Kalman filtering, estimated position and smoothed output was recorded at variable speed of 14, 16, 18 and 21 rpm.
VII. CONCLUSION
Analysis of the filtered acceleration data showed a significant influence of bias drift and process noise covariance. In comparison to double integration method, the behavior of accelerometer sensor was improved by addition of bias drift error model and Kalman Filter-Smoothing algorithm. Results from this research revealed that the accelerometer is pertinent for short duration position estimation at low frequencies in absence of external guided sensor. Kalman filter can be modeled as a controller for motor. Furthermore, calibration, testing and addition of other sensors such as gyro or optical encoders can be accomplished by using appropriate error modeling. 
